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This is a cross-section of METEOR CRATER drawn as it would
look if the earth were sliced down like a layer-cake . The view is from
the east side of the crater .

The layers of rock are seen in this order :
I . Broken rock and sand, thrown out of the hole by the

meteorite's impact .
2. Moencopie sandstone .
3 . Kaibab limestone .
4 . Coconino sandstone .
5 . Supai or "Red Beds" sandstone .

Into +his series of rock layers plunged the cluster of meteorites
(black in the picture) plowing out the hole you see . They approached
from the north (right) and lie buried beneath the southern (left) part
of the crater . The rock shattered by the crash (light and speckled
in the picture) fell back, mostly into the hole, but partly outside to
make the rim .

Erosion has washed more of the material back info the crater,
part of i+ being deposited on the bed of an ancient lake in the center,
part of it forming the sloping sides .

Fragments of the meteoritic cluster are mingled with this broken
rock. On the ground around the crater have been found more iron
meteorites than in all of the rest of the world put together .

As shown in the picture, exploration by Daniel Moreau Barringer
and his associates has revealed details of the structure of the crater :

I . On the original but mistaken theory that the mass had fallen
vertically, because the crater is round, a number of holes were

2. As a result of further study, a deep hole was drilled at "A ."
This had better luck, From 1,000 to 1,376 feet, where it had
to be abandoned, increasing numbers of meteoritic frag-
ments were found .

3 . A shaft was sunk from the southern rim, but was stopped by
the great amount of water it met .

4 . Two more holes were drilled, at "B" and "C ." These found
similar conditions to hole "A," and were both eventually
blocked by iron masses too hard to drill through and too
big to shove aside .

No picture can show, of course, the large amounts of study, re-
search, and survey work, by geologic, magnetic, and electronic methods,
that have gone into creating this understanding of Meteor Crater .
Much more, however, remains to be discovered .

SALIENT FACTS . KNOWN OR ESTIMATED
When did the meteorite fall? . . . Unknown, perhaps fifty

thousand years ago.
How big is it? . . . Somewhere between a million and ten

million tons .
How much rock did it throw out of the hole ? . . . Between

three and four hundred million tons .
How big is the crater ? . . About 4,100 feet wide, about

570 feet deep, about three miles around . The outside rim is
over 100 feet high .

What is the meteorite made of ? . . . A nickel-iron alloy,


